TIRED OF AIRPLANE NOISE?
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Does the increase in number of flights taking off and landing over
our houses bother you? Are you being
interrupted while on the phone, having
conversations, or watching tv? Are you
being woken up early or kept up late by
low flying planes?
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The main airport noise control plan is to
have takeoffs to and landings from the
north when weather and traffic conditions
permit, so the planes don’t fly right over
our houses at low altitude.
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The success of the airport’s noise control
plan is judged by how many citizen
complaints are received at their hotline. If
the noise bothers you, call the airport
noise hotline to register your complaint.
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Our calls are how the airport measures their compliance with noise
abatement programs. If we don’t call, then they don’t know there’s
a problem. You can call more than once if the problems persist.
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Learn how you can make a difference. Your SASY Neighborhood
Assocation is working to improve the airport's noise control
program. Visit their website at:
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Or come to meetings the 4th Tuesday of each month. Contact
steve for further info on noise-related meetings:
steve@sasyna.org
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